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Meet the Competing Demands of 
Customers and Your Bottom Line
Architectural-grade LED drivers are designed to meet the tough demands of the projects that come in, 
while also protecting and growing your business. 

Choose the most efficient way to meet a spec, even if that means using multiple drivers with different wattage. Protect your 
luminaires from failure in the field during installation.  And, lead your business into the future of smart lighting by extending 
power and DIM-to-OFF capabilities to sensors and controls without additional hardware. These capabilities and more are 
available when you use architectural-grade LED drivers in your architectural luminaire lines.

OPTOTRONIC® Programmable LED Drivers Offer Architectural-Grade Features and Functionality

Synchronized ON/OFF Timing and Dimming Control

As a fixture manufacturer, you choose the most efficient way to achieve a spec without compromising light quality. For some 
projects, you may want to use multiple LED drivers with different wattage but with traditional LED drivers, this approach may 
create inconsistent dimming levels. 

OPTOTRONIC® LED drivers have an architectural-grade feature to meet this challenge. Synchronized ON/OFF timing and 
dimming control enables you to meet efficiency requirements and consistent dimming levels across multiple luminaires in a 
space, or even within a single linear luminaire where multiple drivers have been used.  

Figure 1
A lighting specifier requests 2000 lumens per foot for a 
seven-foot luminaire that needs to be Class 2 compliant. 
If you use common one-foot light engines and ‘mix and 
match’ three OPTOTRONIC® Linear Programmable 
LED Drivers - one 50W and two 30W - you achieve 
approximately 15W per foot. Since these architectural-
grade drivers synchronize ON/OFF timing and dimming 
performance at any level during the operation of the 
fixture, you are able to meet both the efficacy and quality 
of light requirements. 
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Create a Smooth Transition from DIM-to-OFF

DIM-to-OFF is a lighting effect that allows the driver to be turned ON and OFF via the Control/Dimming Interface, while 
providing smooth transitions between ON and OFF states for a favorable occupant experience. It allows sensors and 
dimming controllers to have full control over the light fixture. 

When the driver is dimmed to the OFF state, the driver enters standby mode, also known as low-power mode. 

A DIM-to-OFF capability has become a requirement for architectural lighting design projects, and is even included in some 
building codes. Yet many traditional LED drivers do not have this functionality. 

Figure 2
OPTOTRONIC® Indoor Programmable LED Drivers 
have ON/OFF thresholds at 0.7V (OFF) and 1V 
(ON). When the driver is dimmed below 1%, the 
LED output current switches OFF and the driver 
enters standby mode. The LED output current 
turns ON, when the 0-10V control voltage is 
increased above 1V.
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In addition, select architectural-grade LED drivers have a programmable AUX output that extends the DIM-to-OFF capability 
to fixture-integrated sensors and controls. The driver can power and control fixture-integrated smart components with no 
additional power pack. It’s a great way to create smart luminaires while reducing power consumption as well as design and 
wiring complexity often found with adding more hardware.
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Figure 3
Architectural-grade LED drivers with a Vaux output can 
power and control fixture-integrated smart components.



Guarantee the Spec is Met with True 1% Dimming

Many LED drivers on the market claim one percent (1%) dimming but the truth is they only meet 1% at a specific point or 
section of the programmable output current range. 

OPTOTRONIC® LED drivers feature true 1% dimming. This architectural-grade feature means 1% dimming is available 
across the entire driver programmable output current range, not just at a specific point or section of the range. This gives 
lighting designers the flexibility they require, and you can guarantee their spec will be met.

Protect the Driver from Installation Issues in the Field

How often do you have to troubleshoot ‘failed’ fixtures in the field during the installation phase? Unfortunately, miswiring is a 
common mistake because 277V neutral wires can be gray, as can 0-10V control wires. Not only does the luminaire not work, 
but often the driver is a total loss and needs to be replaced. And, these non-passive failures are an operational headache for 
you.

Architectural-grade LED drivers self-protect against permanent damage or failure when AC line voltage is miswired to the 
dimming interface during field installation. In addition, these drivers provide a visible warning that this type of miswiring has 
occurred. The luminaire’s light output level remains fixed at approximately 30% and is unresponsive to 0-10V control signals 
until the miswiring is corrected. Once miswiring is rectified, the fixture is fully operational.

Figure 4
A 20W LED driver sold on today’s market is 
programmable across an output current range of 
100-700mA, and touts 1% dimming. However,
upon closer look at the datasheet, the minimum 
output current that the driver can provide is 4mA. 
This means that 1% dimming is only available if 
the driver’s nominal output current setting is on 
or above 400mA. The range of 100-399mA does 
not offer a 1% dimming option. Even though the 
product claims 1% dimming, this spec is not 
achievable across the entire programmable output 
current range.
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Figure 5
A dimming interface protects the circuit from 
permanent damage or failure due to miswiring 
to AC line.

Note: The compact LED drivers will 
reduce to minimum dim level rather 
then 30% output.



Packed with performance, OPTOTRONIC®  Programmable LED drivers offer architectural-grade features and functionality 
for your architectural luminaire lines.
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57453 OTi 20/120-277/0A7 DIM-1 L AUX G2 120-277V 20 150-700 10-55 x x x x x

57431 OTi 20/120-277/0A7 DIM-1 L G2 120-277V 20 150-700 10-55 x x x x

57454 OTi 30/120-277/1A0 DIM-1 L AUX G2 120-277V 30 150-1050 10-55 x x x x x

57433 OTi 30/120-277/1A0 DIM-1 L G2 120-277V 30 150-1050 10-55 x x x x

57455 OTi 48/120-277/2A0 DIM-1 L AUX G2 120-277V 48 700-2000 10-55 x x x x x

57434 OTi 48/120-277/2A0 DIM-1 L G2 120-277V 48 700-2000 10-55 x x x x

57456 OTi 50/120-277/1A4 DIM-1 L AUX G2 120-277V 50 400-1400 10-55 x x x x x

57452 OTi 50/120-277/1A4 DIM-1 L G2 120-277V 50 400-1400 10-55 x x x x

57420 OTi 85/120-277/2A3 DIM-1 L 120-277V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x

57421 OTi 85/120-277/2A3 DIM-1 L AUX 120-277V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x x

57424 OTi 85/120-277/2A3 DIM-1 L HB 120-277V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x

57425 OTi 85/120-277/2A3 DIM-1 L HB AUX 120-277V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x x

57428 OTi 85/347-480/2A3 DIM-1 L 347-480V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x

57429 OTi 85/347-480/2A3 DIM-1 L AUX 347-480V 85 700-2300 10-55 x x x x x

NAED Product Abbreviation
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57347 OTi25W/120-277/1A2/DIM-1 120-277V 25 150-1250 8-55 F x x x x

57348 OTi25W/120-277/1A2/DIM-1/J 120-277V 25 150-1250 8-55 J x x x x

57349 OTi25W/120-277/1A2/DIM-1 AUX 120-277V 25 150-1250 8-55 F x x x x x

57350 OTi25W/120-277/1A2/DIM-1/J AUX 120-277V 25 150-1250 8-55 J x x x x x

57351 OTi40W/120-277/1A4/DIM-1 120-277V 40 400-1400 8-55 F x x x x

57352 OTi40W/120-277/1A4/DIM-1/J 120-277V 40 400-1400 8-55 J x x x x

57353 OTi40W/120-277/1A4/DIM-1 AUX 120-277V 40 400-1400 8-55 F x x x x x

57354 OTi40W/120-277/1A4/DIM-1/J AUX 120-277V 40 400-1400 8-55 J x x x x x

57355 OTi55W/120-277/2A0/DIM-1 120-277V 55 700-2000 10-55 F x x x x

57356 OTi55W/120-277/2A0/DIM-1/J 120-277V 55 700-2000 10-55 J x x x x

57357 OTi55W/120-277/2A0/DIM-1 AUX 120-277V 55 700-2000 10-55 F x x x x x

57358 OTi55W/120-277/2A0/DIM-1/J AUX 120-277V 55 700-2000 10-55 J x x x x x

57994 OTi25W/347/1A2/DIM-1 347V 25 150-1250 8-55 F x x x x

57995 OTi25W/347/1A2/DIM-1/J 347V 25 150-1250 8-55 J x x x x

57996 OTi25W/347/1A2/DIM-1 AUX 347V 25 150-1250 8-55 F x x x x x

57997 OTi25W/347/1A2/DIM-1 J/AUX 347V 25 150-1250 8-55 J x x x x x

57998 OTi40W/347/1A4/DIM-1 347V 40 400-1400 8-55 F x x x x

57999 OTi40W/347/1A4/DIM-1/J 347V 40 400-1400 8-55 J x x x x
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